FROM

Transactional
Relational
TO

Fostering warmth in
outpatient oncology practices by
reframing check-in and check-out

Challenge
Outpatient oncology visits at Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center begin and end with
clerical exchanges — or “check-ins” and
“check-outs” — which are performed by MSK
Care Coordinators. The process is continually
refined through operational efficiency and
customer service initiatives.

Goals

Among our guiding patient experience
principles is the aim to ‘Foster Warmth’ in
engagement with patients.
MSK Patient Experience Principles:

Meet Individual Needs
Coordinate the Journey
Minimize Uncertainty
Restore Control
Foster Warmth
Keep it Simple
By fostering warmth in our initial clerical
exchanges, we can deliver a more
intentional, consistent & proactive greeting
for both arrival and departure of outpatient
visits, with a focus on encouraging both staff
and patients to communicate more freely
and transparently about waits and wait
times.
Transforming these exchanges from
transactional to relational required us to
balance operational efficiency goals with
patient experience goals.
OUR MESSAGE TO PATIENTS

Conducted
design research to
understand both overall
psychology of waiting
and how patients and
staff experience
existing exchanges,
waits, and wait time
communication
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Reframed ‘Check in’
and ‘Check out’ as
‘Warm Welcome’ and
‘Thoughtful Sendoff’ in
staff-facing language, to
emphasize relational and
not transactional tenor;

Willingness to wait can
depend on whether time
is described in terms of
delay or its
corresponding end point

Responses to wait duration
and queueing information can
differ. Which type has a greater
impact on satisfaction depends
on the length of the wait

Conceptualized
the type of
language and
messaging staff
might use during
each period of a
patient’s wait in order
to best manage timebased expectations;
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Warm Welcome, Thoughtful Sendoff and then…
Build on current interaction points at Check-In and Escort-In to create warm experience.
Pre Check-in

Escort-In
Extended
Wait

Waiting

Warm Welcome

Checkout

… Manage Expectations

Pre Check-in

Pre Check-in

Developed training modules (extract at
left) that break Warm Welcome into
three relational steps: Greet, Check
Expectations, and Set Expectations; broke
Thoughtful Sendoff into three relational
steps: Conclude, Coordinate, and Complete
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Scaled new training modules
to all outpatient staff

Conducted follow-up design
research to track qualitative
differences in patient exchanges

Patients:

Thoughtful
Sendoff

Appointment

Checkout

Set, confirm, re-set — the deliver.

Confirm/Reset Expectation
Avoid impression of
more certainty or
preciseness than exists

Set Expectation
Departure time
matters; Specify
appointment time
and duration

Checkout

Reset Expectation/Reassure
Address delays and if
we are not ready for
appointment time
Delay

Escort-In
Extended
Wait

Waiting

Deliver on Expectation
This helps
build trust

Warm Welcome

Thoughtful
Sendoff

Appointment

Checkout

Are you providing a Warm Welcome…
GREET

CHCK EXPECTATIONS

SET EXPECTATIONS

Build/strengthen relationships
with patients; go beyond
acting friendly and engage
patients to answer questions
proactively; establish yourself
as a trusted source

Address any questions
patients have regarding their
appointments, including
transit between sites and
communicating with clinics
about schedule changes

Reset any expectations that
differ from this of a patient and
communicate any
appointment delays to allow
patients the option to step
away or rearrange their plans

… and a Thoughtful Sendoff?
CONCLUDE

COORDINATE

COMPLETE

Build/strengthen relationships
by concluding the patient
experience for that day,
ensuring all visit questions
and/or needs have been met

Tailor scheduling based on
patient needs (geography,
preferences and appointment
coordination) using information
obtained in conversations and
with the appointment desk

Set expectations for
appointments and prepare
patients for the next
Warm Welcome, ensuring
they leave our care with all the
information they need

Staff:

SURVEY QUESTION:

“Overall, were you satisfied
with the level of
communication provided by
staff about what to expect
throughout your visit”

Delay

Pre Check-in
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The feedback was
overwhelmingly positive.

The doctor’s time is more
important than yours

We’re not
responsible
for what’s
happening

No one
knows
what’s
going
on

An MSK Ambulatory Care and Strategy & Innovation team then…

People can be more willing
to wait when a reason is
provide, even if that
“reason” does not provide
any additional information

Conducted pilot training of staff in
new framing exchange frameworks,
iterated on training

Surveys of both patients
and staff were conducted
throughout pilot and after
scaling.

We’re too busy

Tested how our outpatient population responds to different types of communication around wait times;
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We forgot about you

Selected insights from initial design research
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Outcomes

Inadequate
wait-time
communication
may lead patients
to ponder what
may be tacit
messaging

Improvement Strategy

We will bookend appointments with a more
positive beginning and ending — both key in
creating lasting positive impressions of
overall experience.

‘We’ve Got You’

Patient anxiety and uncertainty around
waiting is a key obstacle to delivering an
excellent outpatient experience. MSK Design
research identified obstacles for both patients
and staff in wait time communication and the
clerical/administrative tasks that needed to be
addressed.

Yes
100%

“Whether it was over the
phone or in person, informing
patients of their start and end
time seems to help so they
could arrange their work day
or schedule (i.e. having to pick
up children from school)”

“I felt that I was doing
a more thorough job
[as a Care
Coordinator] by
keeping that at the
forefront of my mind.”
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